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The NECOS Approach to End-to-End

Cloud-Network Slicing as a Service

Stuart Clayman, Augusto V. Neto, Fábio L. Verdi, Sand Correa, Silvio Sampaio, Ilias Sakelariou,

Lefteris Mamatas, Rafael Pasquini, Kleber Cardoso, Francesco Tusa, Christian Rothenberg, and Joan Serrat

Cloud-network slicing is a promising approach to serve vertical
industries delivering their services over multiple administra-
tive and technological domains. However, there are numerous
open challenges to provide end-to-end slices due to complex
business and engineering requirements from service and re-
source providers. This article presents a reference architec-
ture for the cloud-network slicing concept and the practical
realization of the Slice-as-a-Service paradigm, which are key
results from the NECOS (Novel Enablers in Cloud Slicing)
project. The NECOS platform has been designed to consider
modularity, separation of concerns, and multi-domain dynamic
operation as prime attributes. The architecture comprises a set
of inter-working components to automatically create, manage,
and decommission end-to-end Cloud-Network slice instances in
a lightweight manner. NECOS orchestrates slices at run-time,
spanning across core / edge data centres and wired / wireless net-
work infrastructures. The novelties of the multi-domain NECOS
platform are validated through three proof-of-concept experi-
ments: (i) a touristic content delivery service slice deployment
featuring on-demand virtual infrastructure management across
three countries in different continents to meet particular slice
requirements; (ii) intelligent slice elasticity driven by machine-
learning techniques; and (iii) marketplace-based resource discov-
ery capabilities.

Index Terms—Slice-as-a-Service, Data Center Slicing, Network
Slicing, Cloud-Network Slicing

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern Internet services are characterized by large-scale

deployments of distributed software nodes to serve myriads

of service consumers. Increasingly, many of these services

need to be adaptable to challenging and stringent application

requirements, such as ultra-low delay. Such demanding ser-

vices must co-exist with “standard” applications, a situation

that introduces conflicting requirements over shared infrastruc-

tures. The availability of distributed computing, storage, and
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networking resources, along with diverse service requirements

and varying workloads, differs from traditional deployments

on large-scale central Data Centers (DC).

To embrace new environments of geographically spread

cloud capabilities, Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC),

telco clouds, and network slicing are emerging, as network

operators and service providers seek to extend their service

platform footprints. Network slicing provides the ability to

divide a single physical network infrastructure into multiple

co-existing and isolated logical networks, with each slice being

tailored to cope with and address the networking requirements

of a particular service. This logical grouping of networking

resources can cover the complete end-to-end path, including

both radio / network equipment and physical cloud server

resources, and may cross several administrative boundaries.

An evolutionary view of the implementation of network slic-

ing [1] harnesses the network design and operation principles

of the combined utilisation of both Network Functions Vir-

tualization (NFV) with Software-Defined Networking (SDN).

Surveying the current state of affairs [2], [3] reveals that: (i)

there is still little evidence of works [4] that have attempted

holistic end-to-end slicing approaches spanning across multi-

ple administrative domains of network and cloud deployments,

and (ii) those available are not sufficient to deliver the broadest

and most ambitious visions around network slicing.

The NECOS (Novel Enablers in Cloud Slicing) project [5]

advances the state-of-the-art by offering Slice-as-a-Service

capabilities through a novel modular, multi-domain, end-to-

end cloud-network slicing architecture with dynamic operation

and a separation of concerns in the design. A NECOS-

provisioned cloud-network slice instance represents a group of

managed elements: a set of infrastructure facilities (network,

edge / cloud) plus networking functions from providers; a set

of manageable resources (i.e., connectivity, compute, and

storage); and the service applications that feature operations

and attributes specially devised for the requirements of specific

industry verticals. Each activated cloud-network slice instance

holds a set of computing and networking resources across

a number of domains, whereby tenants can deploy services

and / or applications running in a virtualised form. To ensure

the appropriate deployment, slices that span across a shared

multi-domain infrastructure are orchestrated in a way that

matches the dynamic end-to-end quality requirements of the

slice, while still being independent of each other. Towards this

direction, NECOS introduces the following novel features:

F1. The Slice-as-a-Service model, which fully addresses the

lifecycle (creating, reconfiguring, and decommissioning)

of cloud-network slice instances on-demand and at run-
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worldwide delivery, with the customer being interested in the

geographical location, temperature, humidity, etc.

Customer segments. The end-customer acting as a NECOS

tenant, can directly be any of international logistics, delivery,

or transportation companies, or can be providers of Internet-

based services to the logistics companies.

Key resources. The business-case requires NECOS platforms

deployed in a number of geographical locations, owned by

unique or different organizations. These can be network op-

erators, cloud providers, or new business entities, acting as

NECOS slice, resource marketplace, cloud, network, or IoT

infrastructure providers.

Key activities. The key activities concern the creation, acti-

vation, efficient run-time operation and teardown of cloud-

network slice instances and service elements, tailored to the

evolution of the customers needs.

Key partnerships. Slice providers receiving slice creation

requests may transfer part of the requests to one or more

partners, in case of resource-shortage. A novelty of the

NECOS approach enables partnerships of existing or new

types of business entities, such as sensor network providers,

participating in NECOS roles.

Revenue and cost streams. Both revenue from and cost of a

slice can be based on cost models being proportional to the

amount of DC and network resources needed, the utilization

of the sensor network, and the slice duration.

IV. NECOS FUNCTIONAL BLOCKS

We now describe the NECOS architecture functional blocks

which are presented in Figure 2 (with more details in [11]).

Service Orchestrator: Residing in the tenant’s domain, this

component is responsible for deploying and managing tenant

services on the allocated slice, by interacting with the slice

resource orchestrator.

Service Activator: This component is responsible for 2 tasks:

(i) passing the tenant’s Slice Description to the NECOS slice

provider, and (ii) handling the response, which informs the

tenant’s service orchestrator about the slice status.

Slice Specification Processor: This component transforms the

tenant’s slice descriptor, which only requires a service speci-

fication, into an information-rich slice creation request for the

slice builder, which includes resource options, geographical

info, decomposition for slice parts, etc.

Slice Builder: This component builds a full end-to-end cloud-

network slice from a set of constituent slice parts. It is

responsible for selecting, among the alternative offers, each

slice part that the slice broker reports back as output from the

discovery process via the resource marketplace.

Slice Resource Orchestrator (SRO): This component joins

together the slice parts into a single aggregated slice to be

used for service deployment, orchestration, and run-time life-

cycle management, including the placement and embedding,

into the resource domains, of the VMs and virtual links for

the services.

Infrastructure & Monitoring Abstraction (IMA): In order

to interact with various VIM / WIM instances and the moni-

toring subsystems, the NECOS slice provider relies on IMA

mechanisms which abstract away technology specific details

through plug-in API adaptors. The IMA subsystem provisions

the tenant services and also monitors the underlying resources,

collecting additional telemetry data that is not available via the

service-level monitoring interface.

DC Slice Controller: This component creates Data Center

slices so that a given slice part is configured with compute

and storage resources, as well as returning a handle to the

respective VIM manager. This VIM can either be an instance

deployed on-demand, complying with the tenant’s specifica-

tion, or a existing running VIM in that resource domain,

offering an isolated interaction point for the tenant.

WAN Slice Controller: For each network domain, a WAN

slice controller instantiates each new network slice to inter-

connect two DC slices. Like the VIM, instances of the WIM

can be deployed on-demand, per tenant, or shared through an

existing WIM using an isolation shim.

Slice Broker: This component manages the resource discovery

process of the marketplace by decomposing a full slice request

into a per slice part call-for-proposals. This triggers a bidding

process involving the slice agents in each provider domain.

The broker then aggregates the alternative responses, each

annotated with a set of costs, and sends them to the slice

builder.

Slice Agent: Running in each DC / WAN provider domain,

this component’s role is to receive slice part requests and

to match the detailed slice part requirements to available

resources reported by its own DC / WAN controller. If a call-

for-proposals match was successful, it then returns an offer

for the slice part.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In order to validate the novel features of the NECOS LSDC

platform presented in Section I, different software components

were developed and evaluated in a set of experiments. These

experiments are grouped into three categories according to

their functional domain and capabilities: (i) marketplace-based

resource discovery; (ii) intelligent vertical elasticity function-

alities; and (iii) life-cycle management of end-to-end slices

and services. Additional experiments are provided through

demonstrators,1 including end-to-end slicing for both logistics

IoT and touristic CDN services.

Although the prototype artifacts were not engineered for

performance but rather for a proof-of-concept demonstration

of the main NECOS novelties, when using lightweight com-

ponents as in [7], the processing steps, from sending a slice

request to having a handle returned to an executing manager,

take around six seconds, depending on the capacity and load

of the server.

The experiments were executed on a geographically dis-

tributed testbed deployed on 6 sites: 4 located in Brazil (Pará,

Goiás, Campinas, and São Carlos), and 2 in Europe (Greece

and Spain). In addition, 14 resource providers were emulated

and used during the tests to better assess the experimental

1Pointers to videos, source code and reproducibility instructions
of all NECOS demonstrators are available at: http://www.h2020-
necos.eu/demonstrators/
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